ENGINEERS PLAY FOR TENNIS TITLE

Tessel in Singles, Beavers Battle for Conference Honors

Technology's tennis team placed in the finals of the New England Intercollegiate Tennis Association tournament after an afternoon match at the Chestnut Hill Club court against Brown. Tessel defeated Swierczek of Wooster without any difficulty whatsoever, winning by scores of 6-4 and 6-2. In the second set Tessel upset all calculations by defeating Mills Baker of Williams by scores of 6-3 and 6-2. Baker plays and gives one of the strongest single teams in the East this season and has lost only a single match up to now against some real opponents.

In his match with Tressel, however, he lacked steadiness, and his hard driving generally found the ball striking inside the court or bouncing near the net. Tressel, on the other hand, showed a high degree of tennis, playing a steady game throughout; and this coupled with a deadly straight drop and a volitional flash, enabled him to hold his opponent down to only five games, and place himself in the semi-finals.

First Set Strongest Contested

The first set was most fiercely contested, 6-2, 6-2; thus placing themselves in the semi-finals. Tressel defeated Sweicker of Wesleyan with out any difficulty and placed himself in the semi-finals. He may well be counted on to give a good account of himself against Brown. Brown will be counted on to give a good account of himself against Baker. Tressel defeated Swierczek of Wooster without any difficulty whatsoever, winning by scores of 6-4 and 6-2. In the second set Tessel upset all calculations by defeating Mills Baker of Williams by scores of 6-3 and 6-2. Baker plays and gives one of the strongest single teams in the East this season and has lost only a single match up to now against some real opponents.
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